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ABSTRACT With the rapid development of the Internet of Everything (IoE), the number of smart devices

connected to the Internet is increasing, resulting in large-scale data, which has caused problems such as

bandwidth load, slow response speed, poor security, and poor privacy in traditional cloud computing models.

Traditional cloud computing is no longer sufficient to support the diverse needs of today’s intelligent society

for data processing, so edge computing technologies have emerged. It is a new computing paradigm for

performing calculations at the edge of the network. Unlike cloud computing, it emphasizes closer to the user

and closer to the source of the data. At the edge of the network, it is lightweight for local, small-scale data

storage and processing. This article mainly reviews the related research and results of edge computing. First,

it summarizes the concept of edge computing and compares it with cloud computing. Then summarize the

architecture of edge computing, keyword technology, security and privacy protection, and finally summarize

the applications of edge computing.

INDEX TERMS Edge computing, cloud computing, Internet of Things.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of intelligent society and the con-

tinuous improvement of people’s needs, intelligence has

involved various industries and people’s daily lives in society.

Edge devices have spread to all aspects of society, such

as smart homes and autonomous vehicles in the field of

transportation, camera, intelligent production robot in intel-

ligent manufacturing, etc. As a result, the number of devices

connected to the Internet has increased significantly. Cisco

pointed out in the Global Cloud Index [1] that in 2016,

there were 17.1 billion devices connected to the Internet,by

2019, the total number of data traffic in global data cen-

ters will reach 10.4 Zettabyte (ZB), 45% of the data will

be stored, processed and analyzed on the edge of the net-

work, and by 2020, the number of wireless devices con-

nected to the network will exceed 50 billion. The amount

of data generated by devices worldwide has also increased

from 218ZB in 2016 to 847 ZB in 2021. International data

company Internet Data Center (IDC) statistics show that by

2020, the number of terminals and devices connected to the

network will exceed 50 billion, and the total global data

in 2020 will also exceed 40 ZB [2]. Based on the continuous
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and massive growth of data volume and various data process-

ing requirements, cloud-based big data processing has shown

many shortcomings:

Real-time: If a large number of edge devices are added,

a large amount of terminal data is still transmitted to the cloud

for processing, the intermediate data transmission volume

will be greatly increased, the data transmission performance

will be reduced, resulting in a large load of network transmis-

sion bandwidth, resulting in data transmission delay. In some

application scenarios that require real-time feedback, such as

traffic, monitoring, etc., cloud computing will not be able to

meet business real-time requirements.

Security and privacy: For example, when using various

applications in smartphones, applications will require user

data, including privacy data. There is a high risk of privacy

leakage or attack on this data when uploaded to the cloud

center.

Energy consumption: the number of smart devices con-

tinues to increase, and the power consumption of data cen-

ters in China has increased significantly. Improving the use

efficiency of cloud computing energy consumption [3] can-

not meet the increasing demand for data energy consump-

tion. The rapidly developing intelligent society will have

higher requirements for the energy consumption of cloud

computing.
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Due to the increasing amount of data and increas-

ing requirements for data processing, edge computing has

emerged at the historic moment. Edge computing technology

provides artificial intelligence services for rapidly growing

terminal devices and data, and makes services more stable.

Edge computing is close to the source of the data, such

as smart terminals. It stores and processes data at the edge

of the network. It has proximity and location awareness,

and provides users with near-end services. In terms of data

processing, it is faster, real-time, and secure. It can also

solve the problem of excessive energy consumption in cloud

computing, reduce costs, and reduce the pressure of network

bandwidth. Edge computing is applied in various fields such

as production, energy, smart home, and transportation.

With the development of the Internet of Things (IoT), edge

computing models are urgently needed and have become

hot research issues. In this article, we introduce edge com-

puting in detail from the aspects of edge computing intro-

duction, architecture, key technologies, security and privacy,

and applications to provide a reference for edge computing

researchers.

II. EDGE COMPUTING

A. EDGE COMPUTING CONCEPTS

Edge computing is different from traditional cloud comput-

ing. It is a new computing paradigm that performs computing

at the edge of the network. Its core idea is to make computing

closer to the source of the data [4]. Researchers have different

definitions of edge computing. Shi et al. [5]–[7] introduced

the emergence of the concept of edge computing: ‘‘Edge com-

puting is a new computing mode of network edge execution.

The downlink data of edge computing represents cloud ser-

vice, the uplink data represents the Internet of Everything, and

the edge of edge computing refers to the arbitrary computing

and network resources between the data source and the path

of cloud computing center.’’ Satyanarayanan, a professor at

Carnegie Mellon university in the United States, describes

edge computing as: ‘‘Edge computing is a new computing

model that deploys computing and storage resources (such

as cloudlets, micro data centers, or fog nodes, etc.) at the

edge of the network closer to mobile devices or sensors’’ [4].

Zha et al. [8] proposed on the basis of the above two def-

initions: ‘‘Edge computing is a new computing model that

unifies resources that are close to the user in geographical dis-

tance or network distance to provide computing, storage, and

network for applications service.’’ China’s edge computing

industry alliance defines edge computing as: ‘‘near the edge

of the network or the source of the data, an open platform that

integrates core capabilities such as networking, computing,

storage, applications, and provides edge intelligent services

nearby to meet the industry agility key requirements in con-

nection, real-time business, data optimization, application

intelligence, security and privacy’’ [9].

In other words, edge computing is to provide services

and perform calculations at the edge of the network and

data generation. Edge computing is to migrate the cloud’s

network, computing, storage capabilities and resources to the

edge of the network, and provide intelligent services at the

edge to meet the critical needs of the IT industry in agile link-

ing, real-time business, data optimization, application intelli-

gence, security and privacy, and meets the requirements of

low latency and high bandwidth on the network. Edge comp-

uting has become a research hotspot nowadays [10]–[14].

B. CLOUD COMPUTING AND EDGE COMPUTING

1) CLOUD COMPUTING

Before the emergence of edge computing, traditional cloud

computing transfers all data to the cloud computing cen-

ter through the network, and solves the computing and

storage problems in a centralized way. In literature [15],

the development history of cloud computing is described.

In the search engine conference (sessane jose 2006) in

August 2006, the CEO of Google first proposed the concept

of cloud computing. In the development history of cloud

computing, this is the first time to formally put forward

the concept of cloud computing. With the development of

search engines represented byGoogle, cloud computing starts

to show strong vitality. Nowadays, cloud computing has

gradually developed. It is a very powerful network service

platform including distributed computing, load balancing,

parallel computing, network storage, virtualization and other

technologies. However, nowadays, with the popularization

and development of the Internet of Things in people’s life,

the number of devices connected to the Internet of Things

is gradually increasing, and a large amount of data is gener-

ated. The network bandwidth of cloud computing has been

unable to meet the needs of time-sensitive systems [16] and

real-time performance. Therefore, cloud computing model

has great defects in load, real-time [17]–[19], transmission

bandwidth, energy consumption and data security and privacy

protection [20].

2) CONNECTION AND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CLOUD

COMPUTING AND EDGE COMPUTING

The emergence of edge computing will not replace cloud

computing. In the aspects of network, business, application

and intelligence, the two should exist together, complement

each other and develop in a coordinated way, which will

help the digital transformation of the industry to a greater

extent. All data onto edge nodes still need to be summarized

in the cloud to achieve in-depth analysis and obtain more

meaningful analysis results. Therefore, cloud computing is

still playing an important role in the development of Internet

of Things devices that are gradually intelligent.

In the context of the Internet of Things, if all the large

amount of data generated by the connected devices are trans-

mitted to the cloud, cloud computing will cause a large load.

At this time, edge computing is required to share the pressure

of the cloud and take charge of tasks within its scope of the

edge. When there is a problem in edge computing, the data
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in the cloud is not lost. In some Internet services, some data

needs to be returned to the cloud for processing after being

processed by edge computing, such as in-depth analysis of

data mining and sharing, which requires the cooperation of

cloud computing and edge computing. Both developments

bring stability to connected devices in the Internet of Things

network. The working method of the two can be that cloud

computing is based on big data analysis and output, passed

to the edge side, and then processed and executed by edge

computing. Nowadays, the coordinated development of the

two has been applied in many aspects of real life, such as

intelligent manufacturing [21], energy [22], security [23] and

privacy protection [24], and intelligent family. For exam-

ple, in the industrial production of intelligent manufacturing,

the role of the cloud is to control the whole. In the edge nodes,

it is necessary to have the function of real-time detection and

solve the problems in time. Edge computing takes advantage

of the real-time characteristics, and in collaboration with

cloud computing and synergy, not only improves production

efficiency, but also can detect abnormalities of equipment in

a timely manner. In the field of smart home, edge comput-

ing nodes mainly involve some intelligent terminals. Edge

computing nodes calculate heterogeneous data from different

devices and upload it to the cloud for processing, so as to

realize the control of edge nodes from the cloud and the

access of edge nodes to the cloud. In order to meet the

needs of Internet of Things devices, cloud computing and

edge computing play their respective advantages, and only

the joint development of the two can continuously promote

the progress of the Internet.

Edge computing is an extension of cloud computing, which

has its own characteristics with cloud computing. The main

feature of cloud computing are that it can grasp the whole, can

process a large amount of data, conduct in-depth analysis, and

also plays an important role in non-real-time data process-

ing, such as business decision-making and other fields. Edge

computing focuses on the local, and can play a better role in

small-scale, real-time intelligent analysis, such asmeeting the

real-time needs of local businesses. Therefore, in intelligent

applications, cloud computing is more suitable for centralized

processing of large-scale data, while edge computing can be

used for small-scale intelligent analysis and local services.

In terms of network resources, edge computing is respon-

sible for data closer to the information source. Therefore,

data can be stored and processed locally without uploading

all the data to the cloud. The reduction of network burden

greatly improves the utilization efficiency of network band-

width. Cloud computing and edge computing play an impor-

tant role in the future development of intelligent Internet of

Things [25]. The main differences between cloud computing

and edge computing are shown in Table 1.

C. ADVANTAGES OF EDGE COMPUTING

Edge computing model stores and processes data on edge

devices without uploading to cloud computing platform.

TABLE 1. Main differences between cloud computing and edge
computing.

Due to this feature, edge computing has obvious advantages

in the following aspects:

Fast data processing and analysis, real-time: the rapid

growth of data volume and the pressure of network bandwidth

are disadvantages of cloud computing [26]. Compared with

traditional cloud computing, edge computing has advantages

in response speed and real-time. Edge computing is closer

to the data source, data storage and computing tasks can

be carried out in the edge computing node, which reduces

the intermediate data transmission process. It emphasizes

proximity to users and provides users with better intelli-

gent services, thus improving data transmission performance,

ensuring real-time processing and reducing delay time. Edge

computing provides users with a variety of fast response

services, especially in the field of automatic driving intel-

ligent manufacturing, video monitoring and other location

awareness, rapid feedback is especially important.

Security: traditional cloud computing requires all data to

be uploaded to the cloud for unified processing, which is a

centralized processing method. In this process, there will be

risks such as data loss and data leakage, which cannot guar-

antee security and privacy. For example, account passwords,

historical search records and even trade secrets can all be

exposed. Since edge computing is only responsible for the

tasks within its own scope, the processing of data is based

on the local, there is no need to upload to the cloud, to avoid

the risks brought by the network transmission process, so the

security of data can be guaranteed. When data is attacked,

it only affects local data, not all data.

Low cost, low energy consumption, low bandwidth cost:

in edge computing, since the data to be processed does not

need to be uploaded to the cloud computing center, it does

not need to use too much network bandwidth, so the load of

network bandwidth is reduced, and the energy consumption

of intelligent devices at the edge of the network is greatly

reduced. Edge computing is ‘‘small-scale,’’ and in produc-

tion, companies can reduce the cost of processing data in local

equipment. Therefore, edge computing reduces the amount of

data transmitted on the network, reduces the transmission cost

and network bandwidth pressure, reduces the energy con-

sumption of local equipment, and improves the computing

efficiency.

III. ARCHITECTURE OF EDGE COMPUTING

With the Internet of Everything era and the development

of 5G, edge computing is considered as one of the key
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technologies in the next generation of communication net-

work following the Internet of Things and artificial intelli-

gence [25]. The reference architecture for edge computing is

the focus of many organizations. This section begins with an

overview of the general architecture for edge computing, fol-

lowed by a detailed introduction of the reference architecture

proposed by the edge computing industry alliance (ECC) and

the Linux foundation in sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

A. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF EDGE COMPUTING

Edge computing architecture is a federated network structure

that extends cloud services to the edge of the network by

introducing edge devices between terminal devices and cloud

computing [27], [28].

The structure of cloud-edge collaboration is generally

divided into terminal layer, edge layer and cloud computing

layer. The following is a brief introduction to the compo-

sition and functions of each layer in the edge computing

architecture.

1) TERMINAL LAYER

The terminal layer consists of all types of devices connected

to the edge network, including mobile terminals and many

Internet of Things devices (such as sensors, smartphones,

smart cars, cameras, etc.). In the terminal layer, the device

is not only a data consumer, but also a data provider. In order

to reduce the terminal service delay, only the perception of

the various terminal devices is considered, not the computing

power. As a result, hundreds of millions of devices in the

terminal layer collect all kinds of raw data and upload it to

the upper layer, where it is stored and calculated.

2) BOUNDARY LAYER

The edge layer is the core of the three-tier architecture.

It is located at the edge of the network and consists of

edge nodes widely distributed between terminal devices

and clouds. It usually includes base stations, access points,

routers, switches, gateways, etc. The edge layer supports the

access of terminal devices downward, and stores and com-

putes the data uploaded by terminal devices. Connect with the

cloud and upload the processed data to the cloud [7]. Since

the edge layer is close to the user, the data transmission to

the edge layer is more suitable for real-time data analysis and

intelligent processing, which is more efficient and secure than

cloud computing.

3) CLOUD LAYER

Among the federated services of cloud-edge computing,

cloud computing is still the most powerful data processing

center. The cloud computing layer consists of a number of

high-performance servers and storage devices, with powerful

computing and storage capabilities, and can play a good role

in areas requiring large amounts of data analysis such as

regularmaintenance and business decision support. The cloud

computing center can permanently store the reported data

of the edge computing layer, and it can also complete the

analysis tasks that the edge computing layer cannot handle

and the processing tasks that integrate the global information.

In addition, the cloud module can also dynamically adjust

the deployment strategy and algorithm of the edge computing

layer according to the control policy.

B. EDGE COMPUTING REFERENCE FRAME 3.0

ECC, jointly initiated by Huawei, Shenyang institute of

automation, Chinese academy of sciences, China academy

of information and communications, and other well-known

enterprises, put forward the edge computing reference

frame 3.0 in the edge computing white paper 3.0 released

in December 2018 [29]. The frame of reference is based

on model-driven engineering method. In order to model the

knowledge of the physical and digital world, we need to

achieve the following four goals:

1) Establish a real-time and systematic cognitive model of

the physical world and achieve the cooperation between the

physical world and the digital world;

2) Establish reusable knowledge model system in each

vertical industry based on modeling method, and complete

cross-industry ecological cooperation;

3) System to system, service to service and other model-

based interface for interaction, to achieve decoupling of soft-

ware interface and development language, reduce system

heterogeneity;

4) Can effectively support the life cycle of development

service, deployment operation, data processing and security.

As shown in Figure 1, the ECC edge computing reference

architecture presents the architecture content from different

perspectives in a multi-view manner, and the functionality

of each layer is shown through the multi-layer functional

perspective.

The edge reference framework has an underlying service

layer that links the entire framework, including manage-

ment services, data lifecycle services, and security services.

Management services provide unified management, monitor-

ing the operation of the architecture, and providing informa-

tion to the management platform. The data lifecycle service

provides integrated management for the preprocessing, anal-

ysis, distribution, and execution of machine data, as well as

visualization and storage. The security service can define the

business logic of the whole life cycle of data through the

business orchestration layer, flexibly deploy and optimize

the data service, and meet the real-time requirements of the

business. Security services cover all levels of edge computing

architecture, adapt to the specific architecture of edge com-

puting, and make use of the unified security management and

perception system to ensure the safe and reliable operation of

the entire architecture.

From the perspective of vertical structure, themodel-driven

unified service framework is located at the top of the scale to

realize the development and deployment of services. Accord-

ing to the general framework of edge calculation, it is divided

into cloud, edge layer and field layer. The edge layer consists

of two main parts: the edge node and the edge manager.
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FIGURE 1. Edge computing reference architecture 3.0.

Edge node is the entity hardware, which can carry the

business of edge computing. The edge manager mainly uses

software to uniformly manage edge nodes. According to

hardware characteristics and service types, edge computing

nodes are divided into edge gateways that process and convert

network protocols, edge controllers that control real-time

closed-loop services, edge clouds that process large-scale

data, and edges that collect and process low-cost information

Sensors, etc., can abstract the devices in the edge computing

layer into computing, networking and storage. Next, imple-

ment generic capability calls using Application Program-

ming Interfaces (API). The control, analysis and optimization

domain function module is used to realize the information

transmission of upper and lower layers and the planning of

local edge resources. Edge computing reference architec-

ture 3.0 provides four service development frameworks from

the terminal to the cloud, including lightweight computing

systems, real-time computing systems, intelligent distributed

systems, and intelligent gateway systems.

C. EdgeX FOUNDRY

EdgeX Foundry is a neutral open source project hosted by

the Linux foundation and is a universal open framework for

computing on the edge of the Internet of Things. Hosted on

a reference software platform that is completely independent

of hardware and operating systems, the framework enables a

plug-and-play component ecosystem to unify the computing

open platform at the edge of the Internet of Things and

accelerate deployment of solutions.

Figure 2 shows the EdgeX Foundry architecture. As can

be seen from the figure, the ‘‘Southbound’’ contains all

IoT application devices that can directly communicate with

the edge network. The ‘‘Northbound’’ contains the cloud

computing center and the communication network with the

FIGURE 2. EdgeX foundry architecture.

cloud computing center. The ‘‘Southbound’’ is the source

of the data, while the ‘‘Northbound’’ is used to collect the

data from the south side and store, integrate and analyze the

data. The EdgeX Foundry is located between the south and

Northbounds and consists of a collection of microservices

that are divided into four service layers and two underlying

enhanced system services.

From a vertical perspective, the software development kit

(SDK) provided by the device service layer is used to estab-

lish the communication links with the ‘‘Southbound’’. The

device service layer converts the data from the device and

sends it to the core service layer. It can also receive commands

from other microservices and pass them to devices. EdgeX

Foundry includes multiple access methods such as Mes-

sage Queue Telemetry Transmission Protocol (MQTT), Vir-

tual Device (VIRTUAL), and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).

As the core service layer of the center, it is the key to

realize edge capabilities. The core service layer consists of
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four micro-service components: core data, commands, meta-

data, registry, and configuration. The core data service pro-

vides storage and management services for device data. The

command service is responsible for defining the operation

commands in the device file into a general API, caching

and managing commands, and can pass the requirements

of the cloud computing center to the device side. Metadata

provides pairing for devices and services. Registration and

configuration services provide configuration information for

other micro-services. The support service layer is used to

provide edge analysis and intelligent services, and to provide

the framework itself with rules engine, scheduling, alerting

and logging services. The application and export service layer

can be connected with the cloud computing center to transfer

data to the cloud computing center to ensure the independent

operation of EdgeX Foundry. In the export service layer,

the client registration service records the relevant information

of the back-end registered system, and the distribution service

exports the corresponding data to the specified client.

Similar to the Edge Computing Reference Architec-

ture 3.0, the EdgeX Foundry framework also has a basic

service layer that runs through the whole framework-

management services and security services. The management

service provides functions such as installing, upgrading, start-

ing, stopping, and monitoring EdgeX Foundry operations.

The components in the security service are used to protect

the data from the device and the operation of the device.

The EdgeX Foundry framework was developed to simplify

and standardize edge computing for the Industrial Internet

of Things. It provides an operable open-source platform,

in which all micro-services can run on various operating

systems in the form of containers, and support dynamic

addition or reduction of functions, with strong scalability.

At present, the application fields of EdgeX Foundry have

involved various industries such as retail, manufacturing [30],

energy [31], urban parks, transportation [32] and other

industries.

IV. HOT RESEARCH CONTENT OF EDGE COMPUTING

The emergence of edge computing has promoted the rapid

development of the Internet of Things and has made a signif-

icant contribution to the realization of an intelligent society.

Therefore, edge computing has become a hot issue for scien-

tists at home and abroad. This section mainly reviews the key

technologies and data security and privacy protection.

A. KEY TECHNOLOGIES

The key technologies of edge computing mainly include dif-

ferent levels of computing offloading, mobility management,

traffic offloading technology, caching acceleration, network

control and so on.

1) COMPUTING OFFLOADING

Computing offloading refers to resource-constrained device

that partially or fully migrates resource-intensive computing

from mobile devices to resource-rich nearby infrastructure to

address mobile device deficiencies in resource storage, com-

puting performance, and energy efficiency [33]. The com-

puting offloading technology not only reduces the pressure

on the core network, but also reduces the delay caused by

transmission. Mobile edge computing (MEC) can run new

complex applications on user equipment (UE), and comput-

ing offloading is the key technology for edge computing.

There have been many related research achievements, mainly

including two main issues: offloading decision and resource

allocation. Among them, the offloading decision is about how

to offload computing tasks, how much to offload and what to

offload for mobile devices. Resource allocation is to study

where to offload resources.

a: OFFLOADING DECISION

Offloading decision refers to the problem that the UE decides

how to offload the computing task, how much to offload, and

what to offload. In the offloading system, the UE generally

consists of a code parser, a system parser, and a decision

engine. Its execution of the offloading decision is divided

into three steps: (1) The code parser determines what can

be offloaded, and the specific offloading content depends on

the application type and code data partition; (2) The sys-

tem parser is responsible for monitoring various parameters,

such as the available bandwidth, the size of the data to be

offloaded, or the energy consumed to execute a local appli-

cation; (3) Finally, the decision engine determines whether to

offload or not.

The UE offloading decision results are divided into three

cases: local execution, full offloading, and partial offloading.

The specific decision results are determined by the UE

energy consumption and delay in completing computing

tasks. According to the optimization goals of the offload-

ing decision, the computing offloading can be divided into

three types: reducing latency as the goal, reducing energy

consumption as the goal, and balancing energy consumption

and latency as the goal.

b: RESOURCE ALLOCATION

After completing the offloading decision, we must consider

the issue of reasonable resource allocation, that is, where to

offload. If the computing task of the UE is indivisible or can

be divided but the divided parts are related, in this case,

the offloading task needs to be offloaded to the same MEC

server; and for the computing tasks that can be divided but

not related to the divided part, it can be offloaded to multi-

ple MEC servers. At present, resource allocation nodes are

mainly divided into single-node allocation and multi-node

allocation.

2) MOBILITY MANAGEMENT

Edge computing relies on the geographical distribution of

resources to support the mobility of applications. An edge

computing node only serves users around it. The cloud com-

puting mode supports the application mobility by fixing the

location of the server and transmitting the data to the server
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through the network, so the mobile management of the appli-

cation in the edge computing is a new mode. The main issues

involved are resource discovery and resource switching.

Resource discovery, that is, users need to quickly discover

the resources available around and choose the most suitable

resources during the movement. The resource discovery of

edge computing needs to adapt to the heterogeneous resource

environment, and also needs to ensure the speed of resource

discovery, so that applications can provide services to users

without interruption; resource switching, that is, when users

move, the computing resources used by mobile applications

may be switched among multiple devices [34]. Resource

switching will migrate the service program’s operation site

to ensure service continuity.

In MEC, one of the key issues to be considered is how

to ensure the continuity of users’ access to services during

the movement. Some applications expect to continue serving

users after their location changes. The heterogeneity of edge

computing resources and the diversity of networks require

adaptive device computing capabilities and changes in net-

work bandwidth during themigration process. Reference [35]

further optimized the virtual machine migration strategy by

predicting the user’s movement, and proposed a mobility-

based service migration prediction scheme (MSMP), which

adopted a compromise between cost and service quality.

3) OTHER KEY TECHNOLOGIES

In addition to the above two key technologies, the key tech-

nologies of edge computing also include traffic offloading

technology, cache acceleration, and network control.

a: TRAFFIC OFFLOADING TECHNOLOGY

In order to realize the localization, short-distance deploy-

ment, and low-latency, high-bandwidth transmission capabil-

ities of business applications in wireless networks, wireless

networks have the capability of traffic offloading. Offloading

(traffic offloading) of edge network traffic is very impor-

tant in mobile edge computing. Traffic offloading is used to

offload traffic that meets specific offloading rules to mobile

edge networks (that is, a local specific network, which can

be an intranet or the Internet) to save backhaul bandwidth,

reduce latency, and facilitate the expansion of other MEC

services [36]. Reference [37] proposed a method of energy-

efficient traffic offloading for mobile users in a two-layer

heterogeneous wireless network. Experimental results show

that the method can save up to 34 percents of energy under

typical network settings.

b: CACHING ACCELERATION

Mobile edge caching technologies include base station

caching, mobile content distribution networks, and transpar-

ent caching. Caching acceleration technology can improve

the efficiency of content distribution and improve the user

experience. After the content is cached to the edge of the

mobile network, users can obtain the content nearby, thereby

avoiding repeated transmission of content, and alleviating

the pressure on the backhaul network and core network.

At the same time, the edge caching can reduce the net-

work delay requested by the user, thereby improving the

user’s network experience. In addition, the edge caching can

also open up the mobile network resource environment and

provide more abundant services for tenants and users [38].

Reference [39] proposed a cognitive agent (CA) to help users

cache and perform tasks on the MEC in advance, and to

coordinate communication and cache to ease the pressure on

the MEC.

c: NETWORK CONTROL

An edge network is a given non-technically described net-

work (the edge of a public telecommunication network). The

edge network includes part or all of the aggregation layer

network and the access layer network, and is the last segment

of the network for accessing users. In terms of value, edge

networks are commercial networks between existing core

networks and large users. In terms of network control, ref-

erence [40] proposed an effective workload slicing scheme,

in which users use software-defined networks to process data-

intensive applications in multi-edge cloud environments.

B. DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY PROTECTION

The security of edge computing is one of the hot

research issues. Network edge data involves personal privacy.

Although the concept of data processing nearby also pro-

vides better structured support for data security and privacy

protection, the distributed architecture of edge computing

increases the dimension of attack vectors. The smarter the

edge computing client, the more vulnerable they are to mal-

ware infections and security breaches. Existing data security

protection methods are not fully applicable to edge comput-

ing architectures. Moreover, the highly dynamic environment

at the edge of the network also makes the network more

vulnerable and difficult to protect. Data security and privacy

protection in edge computing faces four new challenges:

(1) New requirements for lightweight data encryption and

fine-grained data sharing based onmultiple authorized parties

in edge computing. Because edge computing is a comput-

ing mode that integrates multiple trust domains with autho-

rized entities as trust centers, traditional data encryption and

sharing strategies are no longer applicable. Therefore, it is

particularly important to design a data encryption method for

multiple authorization centers. At the same time, the com-

plexity of the algorithm should be considered.

(2) Multi-source heterogeneous data propagation control

and security management issues in a distributed computing

environment. Users or data owners want to be able to use

effective information dissemination control and access con-

trol mechanisms to achieve data distribution, search, access,

and control of the scope of data authorization. In addition,

due to the outsourcing nature of data, its ownership and

control are separated from each other, so an effective audit

verification scheme can ensure the integrity of the data.
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(3) Security challenges between large-scale intercon-

nected services for edge computing and resource-constrained

terminals. Due to the multi-source data fusion characteristics

of edge computing, the superposition of mobile and Internet

networks, and the resource limitations of storage, comput-

ing, and battery capacity of edge terminals, traditional and

more complex encryption algorithms, access control mea-

sures, identity authentication protocols and privacy protection

methods cannot be applied in edge computing.

(4) Diversified services for the Internet of Things and

the new requirements of edge computing mode for efficient

privacy protection. In addition to the need to design effective

data, location and identity privacy protection schemes, how

to combine traditional privacy protection schemes with edge

data processing characteristics in edge computing environ-

ments to enable user privacy protection in a diverse service

environment is the future research trend.

At present, the research on edge computing security and

privacy protection is still in its infancy, and there are relatively

few existing research results. Among them, a really feasible

research idea is to port existing security technologies in other

related fields to the edge computing environment. Scholars

at home and abroad have carried out in-depth research on

mobile cloud computing and its security. Roman et al. [41]

conducted security analysis on several common mobile edge

paradigms, elaborated a general cooperative security protec-

tion system, and gave research opinions. These works pro-

vide theoretical reference for the security research of edge

computing. This paper divides the research system of data

security and privacy protection in edge computing into four

parts: data security, identity authentication, privacy protection

and access control.

1) DATA SECURITY

Data security is the foundation of creating a secure edge com-

puting environment, whose fundamental purpose is to ensure

the confidentiality and integrity of data. It is mainly aimed at

the characteristics of separation of ownership and control of

outsourced data and randomization of storage, and is used to

solve problems such as data loss, data leakage, and illegal

data operations. At the same time, on this basis, users are

allowed to perform secure data operations. So far, most of the

research results of scholars at home and abroad have focused

on cloud computing [42], mobile cloud computing [43] and

fog computing [44]. Therefore, a main research idea of data

security in edge computing is to migrate data security solu-

tions in other computing paradigms to the edge computing

paradigm, and to parallelize the distributed computing archi-

tecture in edge computing, limited terminal resources, edge

big data processing, highly dynamic environment and other

characteristics are organically combined to finally achieve a

lightweight and distributed data security protection system.

a: DATA CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURE DATA SHARING

Existing data confidentiality and secure data sharing solu-

tions are usually implemented by encryption technology.

The conventional process is that the data owner encrypts

and uploads the outsourced data in advance, and the data

user decrypts the data when necessary. Traditional encryption

algorithms include symmetric encryption algorithms (such

as DES, 3DES, ADES, etc.) and asymmetric encryption

algorithms (such as RSA, Diffe-Hellman, ECC, etc.), but

the operability of data encrypted by traditional encryption

algorithms is low, which causes great obstacles to the sub-

sequent data processing. At present, the commonly used

data encryption algorithms include attribute based encryption

(ABE) [45], proxy re encryption (PRE) [46], and all homo-

morphic encryption (FHE) [47], etc.

b: INTEGRITY AUDIT

After the user’s data is stored in the edge or cloud data center,

an important issue is how to determine the integrity and

availability of outsourced storage data. The current research

on data integrity audits has focused on the following four

functional requirements [48]:

1) Dynamic audit. User data in the data storage server is

often dynamically updated. The common dynamic data oper-

ations include modification, copying, inserting, and deleting.

Therefore, the data integrity audit scheme cannot be limited

to static data, but should have dynamic audit capabilities.

2) Batch audit. When a large number of users issue audit

requests at the same time or data is stored in multiple

data centers in blocks, in order to improve audit efficiency,

the integrity audit solution should have the ability to perform

batch audits.

3) Privacy protection. Since neither the data storage server

nor the data owner is suitable for performing integrity audit

schemes, they often need to be built with a third-party audit-

ing platform (TPA). In this case, when the TPA is semi-

trusted or untrusted, security threats such as data leakage

and tampering are very likely, and data privacy cannot be

guaranteed. Therefore, protecting user data privacy during the

integrity audit process is essential.

4) Low complexity. For data storage servers (edge data cen-

ters) and data owners (edge devices) have limitations in terms

of computing power, storage capacity, network bandwidth,

etc., in addition to ensuring data integrity when designing an

integrity audit scheme, the scheme is complex The issue of

degree is also an important factor.

c: SEARCHABLE ENCRYPTION

In the traditional cloud computing paradigm, in order to

achieve data security and reduce terminal resource consump-

tion, users often use some encryptionmethod to outsource file

encryption to a third-party cloud server. However, when users

need to find related files that contain a certain keyword, they

will encounter the difficulty of how to perform a search oper-

ation on the cipher text of the cloud server. Therefore, search-

able encryption (SE) came into being. SE can guarantee the

privacy and availability of data, and support the query and

retrieval of ciphertext data. Similarly, in the edge computing

paradigm, user’s file data will be encrypted and outsourced
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to the edge computing center or cloud server. Searchable

encryption is also an important method to protect user privacy

in edge computing.

d: SUMMARY

1) In terms of data confidentiality and secure data shar-

ing, combining with application encryption theory such as

attribute encryption, proxy re-encryption, and homomorphic

encryption, how to design a low-latency, distributed secure

storage system that supports dynamic operations and cor-

rectly handle network edge devices The synergy between

cloud centers is an important research idea.

2) In the field of data integrity auditing, one of the main

research goals is to improve auditing efficiency and reduce

verification overhead while realizing various auditing func-

tions. Secondly, designing an integrity audit scheme that

supports multi-source heterogeneous data and dynamic data

updates is expected to become the focus of future research.

3) In terms of searchable encryption, first, how to con-

struct a keyword-based search scheme under the distributed

storage service model and further expand it into the edge

computing environment is a feasible research idea; second,

how to implement it in a secure multi-party sharing mode

Fine-grained search permission control makes it suitable for

multi-user search environments with different trust domains,

while ensuring search speed and accuracy. Finally, for the

distributed ciphertext data storage model in edge comput-

ing, how to efficiently construct a secure index suitable

for resource-constrained network edge devices and design

a distributed searchable encryption algorithm is an urgent

problem.

2) IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION

To use the computing services provided by edge computing,

IoT users must first perform identity authentication. Because

edge computing is a distributed interactive computing envi-

ronment where multiple trust domains coexist, it is necessary

not only to assign an identity to each entity, but also to con-

sider mutual authentication between different trust domains.

The main research content of identity authentication includes

identity authentication within a single domain, cross-domain

authentication, and handover authentication.

a: IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION IN A SINGLE DOMAIN

The identity authentication in a single trust domain is mainly

used to solve the identity allocation problem of each entity.

Each entity must first pass the security authentication of

the authorization center to obtain storage and computing

services. With the deepening of research, designing identity

authentication protocols with privacy protection features is

the focus of current research.

b: CROSS-DOMAIN AUTHENTICATION

At present, the research on the authentication mechanism

applicable to entities in different trust domains is still

in its infancy, and a relatively complete research context

and theoretical methods have not yet been formed. In the

research of identity authentication in cloud computing, iden-

tity management between multiple cloud service providers

can be regarded as a form of cross-domain authentication,

which makes some authentication standards applicable to

multi-cloud (such as SAML, OpenID, etc.) And the sin-

gle sign-on (SSO) authentication mechanism is expected to

be applied to identity authentication between multiple trust

domains [49]. Reference [50] designed an attribute-based

authentication and authorization framework for structured

P2P networks. The framework uses attribute certificates and

distributed certificate revocation systems to replace the tradi-

tional P2P network’s public key certificates and access con-

trol list authentication mechanisms. A server or third-party

trusted authority that achieves flexible, efficient, and privacy-

protected rights assignments without requiring any exter-

nal intervention. Literature [51] proposed a cross-domain

dynamic anonymous group key management authentication

system (CD-AGKMS). This system achieves cross-domain

group density by establishing a tree-level hierarchy with

the key generation center (KGC) as the top layer. Key

negotiation. At the same time, in terms of group key manage-

ment, the scheme provides a time-controlled key revocation

mechanism, and the user’s key is revoked when the validity

period expires. In addition, CD-AGKMS does not require the

calculation of bilinear pairs, which improves the feasibility

and efficiency of the system.

c: SWITCHING AUTHENTICATION

Due to the high mobility of terminal equipment in edge

computing, the geographic location of mobile users often

changes, making the traditional centralized authentication

protocol no longer applicable to such situations. Handover

authentication is a kind of authentication handover tech-

nology to solve the problem of high mobility user identity

authentication. Therefore, the research on handover authen-

tication technology can provide strong guarantee for real-

time and accurate authentication of edge devices in edge

computing. At the same time, the privacy of user identity

in the process of authentication handover is also a research

focus.

d: SUMMARY

At present, domestic and foreign researchers have mostly

improved and optimized the authentication protocols based

on the existing security protocols, including the flexibility,

high efficiency, energy saving and privacy protection of the

protocols. In edge computing, the research of identity authen-

tication protocol should draw on the advantages of existing

schemes, and at the same time combine the characteristics of

distribution and mobility in edge computing to strengthen the

research of unified authentication, cross-domain authentica-

tion and handover authentication technologies to ensure the

data and privacy security of users in different trust domains

and heterogeneous network environments.
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3) PRIVACY PROTECTION

Not all authorized entities in edge computing are trusted,

but the user’s identity information, location information and

private data are stored in these semi-trusted entities, which

easily leads to privacy problems. At present, the research on

privacy protection is mainly concentrated in the environment

of mobile cloud and fog computing. Therefore, privacy pro-

tection is a research system that has attracted much attention

in edge computing based on open interconnection. Its main

contents include data privacy protection, location privacy

protection and identity privacy protection.

a: DATA PRIVACY PROTECTION

Because of the user’s privacy data will be stored and pro-

cessed by entities that are not under the user’s control. There-

fore, it is the current research focus to allow users to perform

various operations (such as auditing, searching and updating)

on data while ensuring the privacy of users is not leaked.

b: LOCATION PRIVACY PROTECTION

With the popularity of location based service, the issue of

location privacy has also become a research focus. At present,

the research focus in this field mainly focuses on the use

of K-anonymity technology to achieve privacy protection in

location services. However, the location privacy protection

scheme based on K-Anonymity consumes a large amount of

network bandwidth and computational overhead in practical

applications, and is not suitable for edge devices with limited

resources.

c: IDENTITY PRIVACY PROTECTION

At present, the protection of user identity privacy in the edge

computing paradigm has not attracted widespread attention,

only some exploratory research results in the mobile cloud

environment. Khalil et al. [52] pointed out that the current

third-party identity management system (IDM) is vulnerable

to three kinds of attacks: IDM server compromise, mobile

device compromise and network traffic interception. Aiming

at these attacks, this paper proposes a comprehensive third-

party identity management system (CIDM), which manages

mobile users’ digital identities on behalf of service providers

by introducing IDM servers. Firstly, the authorization certifi-

cate, IDM server and service provider are separated to resist

illegal access IDM and traffic interception attacks. At the

same time, an additional authentication layer is added to

prevent mobile devices from compromising.

In addition, in order to improve the performance and

security of the scheme, the credential information of mobile

devices will be updated in real time according to the mobile

cloud packet switching mechanism to prevent credential theft

attacks.

d: SUMMARY

The privacy problems of users in edge computing can

be summarized into the following three contradictions:

1) Contradiction between Outsourcing Data and Data

Privacy; 2) The contradiction between location based ser-

vice and location privacy; 3) The contradiction between

data sharing and identity privacy protection. Scholars at

home and abroad have carried out in-depth research to solve

these three contradictions, but the proposed scheme still has

many defects, and some possible research directions are as

following.

1) Support users to perform various operations (such as

auditing, searching and updating) on data while ensuring the

privacy of users is not leaked.

In addition, the privacy issue in the cooperative interoper-

ability among users deserves extensive attention.

2) In view of the shortcomings of TTP-based privacy

protection scheme in computing energy consumption, it is

particularly important to design a lightweight and efficient

privacy protection scheme.

3) A large amount of real-time dynamic data will be gener-

ated by edge devices in the actual network, which provides

the possibility of data correlation, integration analysis and

privacy mining for attackers. Therefore, it is an important

research content to construct dynamic and fine-grained data

security and privacy protection schemes from the perspective

of user’s identity, behavior, interest and location.

4) ACCESS CONTROL

Access control is a key technology and method to ensure

system security and protect user privacy. Currently, popu-

lar access control schemes include attribute-based and role-

based access control. Among them, attribute-based access

control can be well applied to distributed architecture and

realize fine-grained data sharing.

a: ATTRIBUTE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL

Because edge computing is a data-oriented computing mode,

access control of edge computing is usually implemented by

cryptographic technology. Traditional cryptographic technol-

ogy is not suitable for distributed parallel computing environ-

ment, while Attribute Encryption (ABE) can be well applied

to distributed architecture to realize fine-grained data sharing

and access control.

b: ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL

Role-based access control provides flexible control and man-

agement through a dual privilege mapping mechanism, that

is, the privilege mapping from users to roles and roles to data

objects.

c: SUMMARY

To sum up, access control technology is the key technology

and important method to ensure system security and protect

user privacy. In principle, the access control system in edge

computing should be applicable to multi-entity access control

between different trust domains, and various factors such as

geographic location and resource ownership should also be

considered. Therefore, the design of a fine-grained, dynamic,
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lightweight and multi-domain access control mechanism is

the focus of the next research, and an efficient access con-

trol method based on attributes and roles should be a more

suitable technical means for edge computing environment.

V. EDGE COMPUTING APPLICATION SCENARIOS

The birth of each emerging technology is followed by its

corresponding application in different scenarios. The impor-

tant criterion to test the feasibility of the new technology is

whether it is efficient to solve the existing problems in the

actual environment. The various challenges and opportunities

that edge computing will face in the application process are

presented. With the improvement of edge computation in the-

ory, more and more applications based on edge computation

are called reality. This section will deeply understand edge

calculation through the application of edge calculation in five

scenes: edge calculation video cache scene, 5G communi-

cation scene, edge calculation network video live broadcast

scene, predictive maintenance scene and security monitoring

scene.

A. EDGE COMPUTING VIDEO CACHE

With the rapid development of the emerging Internet industry,

the booming application programs have led to the continuous

growth of Internet traffic. According to the forecast [53],

the total global IP traffic will triple between 2016 and 2021,

from an annual average of 1.2ZB(96EB/ month) in 2016 to

3.3ZB(278EB/ month) in 2021. Figure 3 shows the statistics

and forecast of the annual monthly average of global internet

traffic. The proportion of video in Internet trafficwill increase

from 73 percent in 2016 to 82 percent, and it can be predicted

that this proportion will increase year by year.

FIGURE 3. Annual monthly average statistics/forecast of global internet
traffic.

The increasing video data traffic year by year will occupy

more Internet bandwidth resources. In front of the limited

bandwidth resources, it is undoubtedly an effective scheme

to reasonably use the edge computing platform to cache local

video. MEC, a platform based on edge computing with video

analysis and caching functions, is deployed in areas with high

traffic such as university towns, residential areas, commercial

streets and others and frequent requests for video playback.

The edge computing intelligent analysis function (based on

search heat) [54] is used to cache popular TV plays, movies

and other video resources with high download frequency

on the nearby MEC server. When a user sends out a video

playing request, the video resource can achieve the effect of

loading from the local, thus not only saving bandwidth, but

also greatly reducing the waiting time of the user. In addition,

content in MEC platform is optimized based on RAN-side

perception, so that content can be dynamically optimized

according to network real-time information (network load,

link quality, data throughput rate, etc.), and the effect of

improving Quality of Experience (QoE) and network effi-

ciency is achieved.

B. EDGE CALCULATION AND 5G

The upcoming commercialization of the fifth generation

mobile communication network (5G network) provides new

opportunities for the development of edge computing. 5G

has the advantages of small delay, large bandwidth and large

capacity, which solves many problems encountered in the

traditional communication field, but also leads to the rapid

growth of data volume. At this time, it is urgent to provide

a reliable, useful and executable business model. The char-

acteristics of 5G, such as fast processing and low latency,

can provide a new way for rapid response, and can jointly

optimize the end, edge and cloud. This capability of edge

computing can intelligently allocate resources among Inter-

net of Things devices, edge devices and cloud devices from

aspects of user experience, power consumption, computing

load, performance, cost, etc., providing a new approach for

joint optimization. Therefore, the development of edge com-

puting technology is closely related to 5G: on the one hand,

edge computing can support 5G, and the important compo-

nent of 5G is edge computing. On the other hand, because

5G is expressed in the form of software, edge calculation can

be flexibly applied [4].

In the European market, the edge computing industry has

formed an industrial alliance, with large technology enter-

prises represented by Vodafone, Deutsche Telekom, Siemens

and other companies already joining in. The European

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has initiated

the formulation of standardized Mobile Edge Computing

(MEC). Operators can open their wireless network edges to

authorized third parties so that they can flexibly and quickly

deploy innovative applications and services for mobile users,

enterprises and vertical network segments [8], [9]. Mobile

edge computing is the result of the natural development of

mobile base station iteration and the integration of IT and

telecommunication networks. It will provide new vertical

service for consumers and enterprise customers, including

video analysis, location service, Internet of Things, aug-

mented reality, optimization of local content distribution and

data caching, etc. In February 2018, ETSI released two white

papers, namely ‘‘Cloud RAN and Mobile Edge Computing:

Perfect Pairing’’ and ‘‘Deployment of Mobile Edge Comput-

ing in 4G and Evolution to 5G’’, in order to keep mobile edge

computing synchronized with 5G.
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In addition, people are also applying 5G to the Internet of

Things, such as the Internet of Things network management

system [55], the intelligent resource allocation management

of the vehicle network [56] and the selection of reliable

mobile vehicles for code distribution based on machine

learning [57], etc.

C. EDGE COMPUTING NETWORK VIDEO LIVE BROADCAST

The network video live broadcast system is a multimedia

network platform, which aims to transmit live audio and

video live events such as ongoing competitions, confer-

ences, performances and teaching to remote audiences in real

time through the network. Although the server port of the

traditional live video broadcasting system generally adopts

100megabytes or gigabytes of network, due to the large audio

and video files, the delay problem in the whole process cannot

be ignored.

To solve the above problems, Shanghai Mercedes-Benz

Cultural Center has introduced multi-access edge comput-

ing technology. Edge nodes are deployed by adopting the

technical scheme of China Unicom edge video scheduling

network. Video shot in the venue is stored in a dedicated

edge cloud, and audience in the venue can access the video

information stored in the edge cloud through mobile devices,

thus avoiding the time delay caused by connecting to the

central cloud. The EVO solution can control the delay of

live network video broadcasting tomillisecond level, which is

more than 60 times lower than the average delay of ordinary

live network video broadcasting, and can support hundreds of

millions of off-site Internet viewers to watch high-definition

live broadcast.

D. PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

A reliable and efficient maintenance plan is of vital impor-

tance to manufacturers, because passive shutdown caused by

equipment failure may have a great impact on production

efficiency and safety. Predictive Maintenance [58] is one of

the key innovations proposed by Industry 4.0. It forecasts and

optimizes the maintenance of equipment operation based on

continuous measurement and analysis of the system.

At present, most manufacturers use preventive mainte-

nance to improve the stability of production lines. Preventive

maintenance is usually carried out on a time basis. Through

regular maintenance, the probability of equipment fail-

ure or shutdownwithin a period of time is reduced. Preventive

maintenance can reduce the total downtime of the production

line and the number of failures caused by equipment deterio-

ration, and has the advantages of convenient implementation

and strong operability. However, as the maintenance time is

determined by experience, there may be insufficient or exces-

sive maintenance.With the maturity of Internet of Things, big

data and other technologies, predictive maintenance makes

maintenance more intelligent by analyzing real-time mon-

itoring data of equipment, predicting possible failures of

equipment, and proposing the causes and solutions of failures.

The key to predictive maintenance is to troubleshoot hidden

troubles in advance and solve them, which can reduce the

total maintenance cost, failure rate and total downtime and

improve the reliability of the equipment. However, due to the

large number and variety of terminals, the practical applica-

tion of predictive maintenance faces the problems of handling

the connection and management of mass terminals, ensuring

the real-time analysis and protecting the privacy of industrial

data.

According to the American Journal of Efficient Plant,

the emergence of edge computation is of great significance

to the implementation of predictive maintenance schemes.

The strong perception ability of edge nodes and their close

proximity to equipment can meet the real-time and pri-

vacy protection requirements of predictive maintenance.Matt

Boujonnier, an analysis application architecture engineer at

Schneider Electric, pointed out that machine learning algo-

rithms can usually only be run in cloud computing cen-

ters, but in Internet of Things applications, people hope that

algorithms can be run wherever necessary. The Realift Rod

Pump controller jointly developed by Schneider Electric and

Microsoft Azure has realized real-time analysis and predic-

tion of the operating state of the equipment at the edge of

the network and has been applied in the oilfield industry

on a pilot basis. Huawei also pointed out that Internet of

Things based on edge computing (e.g., Edge Computing-IoT)

can effectively construct predictive maintenance solutions,

and has launched services for designing and deploying pre-

dictive maintenance solutions. Huawei uses intelligent gate-

ways to provide intelligent services, real-timemonitoring and

analysis of key indicators of maintenance objects, predic-

tion of possible failures of maintenance objects, and infor-

mation reporting. The cloud computing center performs a

comprehensive state evaluation based on the comprehensive

information of multiple objects, and can continuously iterate

and optimize the prediction algorithm run by edge nodes

to realize dynamic deployment. This maintenance scheme

comprehensively utilizes the advantages of edge nodes and

cloud computing centers, and can meet the requirements of

predictive maintenance for real-time and privacy protection,

while ensuring the accuracy of fault prediction.

E. SECURITY MONITORING

Vision is one of the important ways for human beings to know

the world and obtain information. The ‘‘Skynet’’ monitoring

system deployed by our public security organs maintains

a stable and safe social order through a large number of

cameras deployed in public areas. Many families also take the

initiative to use household cameras and pet monitors to pro-

tect the safety of their houses and family members. At first,

people can only process image information manually, but this

method often has a long time delay and fluctuation accuracy.

With the continuous development of artificial intelligence

technology, image data computer already has very strong

learning and processing capabilities. However, the traditional

cloud computing model is difficult to support the application

of image processing in some scenes. This paper takes railway
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track foreign body detection as an example to elaborate in

more detail. First of all, since the railway tracks are laid

outdoors and include tunnels, mountains and other areas

where network quality cannot be guaranteed, the use of cloud

computing models is likely to result in image loss or serious

quality loss. Secondly, rail foreign matter detection requires

very high real-time performance. Danger must be found in

time and alarm must be made. Cloud computing processing

link is long, and there is no guarantee of network bandwidth,

so the real-time performance of detection and alarm may not

be guaranteed. At the same time, rail monitoring images have

certain confidentiality, once uploaded to the cloud, there is a

risk of theft and tampering for criminals. Finally, the length of

China’s railway is 121,000 kilometers. If all the monitoring

image data are uploaded to the cloud server for analysis,

it is bound to require the cloud server to have extremely

strong processing and computing capabilities. Obviously,

image processing based on edge computation can provide

better services in scenes with high real-time requirements,

network quality cannot be guaranteed and privacy is involved.

Hikvision is a provider of Internet of Things solutions with

video as the core, and has been deeply engaged in security

monitoring for many years. In October 2017, Hikvision first

publicly released the Cloud Edge Collaboration Architecture

of theAI Cloud, which consists of a CloudComputingCenter,

an Edge Domain and an Edge Node, enabling AI reasoning

capability to edge, thus realizing fast and efficient perception,

while the Cloud Computing Center focuses on global cog-

nition and analysis. ‘‘Deep Eyes’’ binocular behavior anal-

ysis camera is a representative edge intelligent product of

Hikvision. It has built-in high-performance GPU and arti-

ficial intelligence algorithm. It can also analyze and detect

9 behaviors such as crossing the warning line, wandering,

running and leaving the post in an offline state. It can be

applied to bank vaults, guard rooms, hospitals and other

scenes. Academia is also optimistic about the application of

edge computing in [59]. The system architecture consists of

a monitoring application layer, a fog computing layer and

a cloud computing layer. The fog computing layer includes

cameras, smart tablets, smart phones and other devices. Fog

nodes can track suspicious targets and calculate the driving

speed in real time. The processing results will be sent to

the cloud computing center. This mode can greatly reduce

network traffic and improve the real-time performance of the

system. Because the resources of edge intelligence equip-

ment are usually limited, and artificial intelligence algorithms

based on deep learning often need a lot of computing and

storage resources to run, so the lightweight algorithm is

also one of the research hotspots in the application of edge

computing in security monitoring. In 2016 DeepScale Com-

pany proposed a lightweight target detection neural network-

Squeeze Net [60]. After compression, the network volume

is as low as 0.5 MB, but this algorithm cannot meet the

real-time detection. In 2018, scholars from Binghamton Uni-

versity used a lightweight real-time detection and tracking

algorithm in reference [61] to realize pedestrian recognition,

tracking and abnormal behavior detection in public areas.

Kerman algorithm [62] was proposed in June 2018. It uses a

hybrid filter based on decision tree to construct a lightweight

convolution neural network for human target tracking.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper systematically introduces the edge computing

model from the aspects of basic concepts, architecture, key

technologies, security and privacy protection. Edge comput-

ing provides data storage and computing at the edge of the

network, and provides Internet intelligent services nearby,

providing support for the digital transformation of various

industries, and meeting the requirements of different indus-

tries for data diversification. Edge computing has become a

hot research issue. In the future, with the continuous develop-

ment of the Internet and human society, edge computing will

play a more important role and effectively promote the devel-

opment of various industries. It plays an important appli-

cation role in Content Delivery Network(CDN), industrial

Internet, energy, smart home, smart transportation, games and

other fields.
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